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ABSTRACT

The invention described to us is understood to relate generally to food servers. More specifically, the invention is a plastic dishware dinner kit adapted for holding both soft and hard taco shells for serving purposes. The taco holder comprises a long plastic frame having a plurality of cut-outs, or slots, along the bulging upper portion. The remaining ring-like partitions separate the equidistant taco holding slots from each other. The unique construction of the slots prevents taco fillings from sagging and provide support which prevents taco fillings from falling out of the shells. The taco holder has a hollow portion that allows air to flow through it and allows steam to freely escape from the interior of taco fillings, thereby leaving the taco shells crisp and fresh for longer periods of time. In addition, the hollow configuration of the taco holder allows a plurality of holders to be nested together for storage in box-like container with a pop-top lid.
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SUMMARY OF INVENTION

[0001] The invention described to us is understood to relate generally to food servers. More specifically, the invention is a plastic dishware dinner kit adapted for holding both soft and hard taco shells for serving purposes. The taco holder comprises a long plastic frame having a plurality of cut-outs, or slots, along the bulging upper portion. The remaining ring-like partitions separate the equidistant taco holding slots from each other. The unique construction of the slots prevent taco shells from sagging and provide support which prevents taco fillings from falling out of the shells. The taco holder has a hollow portion that allows air to flow through it and allows steam to freely escape from the interior of taco fillings, thereby leaving the taco shells crisp and fresh for longer periods of time. In addition, the hollow configuration of the taco holder allows a plurality of holders to be nested together for storage in box-like container with a pop-top lid.

[0002] Rez Taco Holder Dinner Kit holds up to 12 fully stuffed taco hard and soft taco. By it being a hollow taco holder it allows air and steam from the hot ground meat to pass throughout the taco holders. Your taco shells always stay crispy and soft taco shells stay nice and crispy and soft. They never goes wet or soggy. When you serve a taco dinner to your family or guest, all they do is just grab and eat over a disposable plate or a dinner plate, Your taco always stand straight up never fall down and your taco filling never fall out of your taco shell; now what better way would you serve a very good taco dinner to your family or guest. It also comes with a taco holder storage holder. The storage holder, the storage holder store 3 taco holders nice, neat and easily to store away into cabinets, drawers or on the shelves.

What I claim as my invention is:
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